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ABSIACT

The application of a simple discrete velocity model to low atch number

Couette and Rayleigh flow is investigated. In the model, the molecular ve-

locities are restricted to a finite set and in this study only eight equal

speed velocities are allowed. The Boltzmann equation is reduced by this

approximation to a set of coupled differential equations which are shown to

be identical in form to those produced when the sine approximation is applied

to the Krook equation. The fluid velocity and shear stress in Couette flow

are in approximate accord with those of Wang Chang and •hlenbeck and of Lees

over the complete range of Knudsen number.
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IITRODUCTION

In a previous report (1), an apprcximate description of low Itch number

rarefied shear flow vas obtained by restricting the molecular velocities to

a finite, prescribed set, an approximation vhich reduces the governing inteIpo-

differential equation to a set of coupled differential equations. That study

was based on the Krook approximation to the Boltzmann equation and eight, equal

magnitude, molecular velocities were allowed. It is the purpose of this

report to show that when the same approximation is applied to the Bolt-man

equation itself, the resulting set, of differential equatiors Is identical

in form to that obtained from the Krook model; the only difference is in the

magnitude of the relaxation time. In the fiook model this parameter was set

equal to the mean time between collisions, X/E; here it in shown that it is

approximately x/.68 Z. The Couette flow results of Ref. 1 are brought into

approximate quantitative agreement with those of Wang Chang and Ublenbeck (2)

and of Lees (3) by the use of the new relaxation time. There is also significant

improvement in the Rayleigh flow solutions.

TEE DIBCURNZ V ITT NJDEL

The Boltzmann equation may be written

al f f af fr

in which f is the distribution function depending on the time and space

variables t, x, y, z and on the molecular velocity-' with ccmponents u, v, w.
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The rate of change of f due to collisions is vritten as the gin minus the

loss, 0 - L. Nov if the molecules occupy, between collisions, a finite set

of cells located at in velocity sapece, q. (1) can be vritten

+ 1 -6N- b G1 , - Li (2)•-+ ui E- + v, +c

in vhich N 1 in the number of molecules per Unit volume with velocity vi.

Before evaluating (Gi-L,) for eight cell)s, consider as a simpler exumpl

the tvo - dimensional gas lying in the u., v plane vith four velocities as

sketched in Fig. Is.

v
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Figure 1
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The speed in taken to be the mao thermal speed, a. The rate of cha•ge of

N1 , for Inst'nce, due to collisions is determined as follows. Loss of mole-

cules fram cell 1 occurs only vhen these molecules collide vith those in

cell 4., for collision vith cell 2 or 3 occupants results only in an exchange

of cells (see Figs. lb and 1c). Thus the loss fra cell 1 can be written

L' - 8* S N1 N4~ - 2 Z Se N1 N4

vhere vr is the relative speed, equal to 2 c', and se is the effective col-

lision cross section, i.e., the cross section vhich deflects collision

partners from cells 1 and 4 to 2 and 3. These same argiments shov, of

course, that molecules are thrown into cell 1 frca collisions 2 - 3; there-

fore

G m- cS N2 N3

and

The expressions for the other cells can be vritten in the seine way*

When there are eight calls, symmetrically placed in the eight velocity

quadrants (see Fig. 2), and the flov is independent of z and symmetrical

about the v - 0 plane,

N a N5j, 12 = N6, 13 -17 4 a 1N8
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Figure 2

Under these conditions and vith the assumption that the molecules are hard

elastic spheres,, it in shown in the Appendix that

I -NI - U

3t FW'1+43)78 ýN3 N 4 3

vhere S is the mutual collision aross section.

Anticipating the application of these equations to low Naeh number

Couette and Rayleigh flov, let us divide Eq. (2) by the number density, N,



(
assumed constant. Then making use of Sq,. (3) and corresponding expressions

for the other cells we getj,

an an an0
t + 2 -x (n2 n3 - 'l nO) ("a)

an2  an2  a2n
Tt- + q T-+ q 2 - 2 e(n 1 nP - n2 n3) (4)

an an anl
q q-. -2• 0 (nl n4 - n2 n3 ) (40c

t-- + q(-" q 3- - 2 9 (n 3n - n, n4) -(4d)

where ni is the fraction of molecules in cell i, q - and

1 (1+9/3) sN.

Several general features of these equations are worth noting. First,

when they are multiplied successively by the collisional invariants, M,

m u i', v i (m is the molecular weight) and sumed, the right hand sides

vanish, a consequence of' the fact that the collisions sketched in Fig. 1

conserve the number of molecules and satisfy the equations of motion.

(hnergy is automatically conserved since the speed is constant.)

The equilibrium condition is

nI n4 - n2 n3
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a remnant of the general equilibrium condition

if the nIs we independent of x and y it is easy to show vith the help of

Eqs. (I) that the H function, defined by

S- a n, inis

obeys the equation

d - 2 o (n• n3 - n n)1, n- .nn)
ffat ( 2  3 ~1 n) (in nl n14 inn 2 n3)

and hence

8-,o
dt

as in the exact equation

COIMTB AID RAYIZI FUN B• ION8

To apply Zqs. (i) to Couette and Rayleigh flow ye assume. as vMs done

in Ref. 1, that the fluid velocity in the y direction, V, is negligible

(the valls are parallel to the x - sids) vhen the Nbch number is low enough.

Then since V -E nt vi,

n, +n +* n1
1 5 + +n 6 -n 3 +n . +n +P8 "2

and fro the symetry about w - O,

1
n1 +n2 -n 3 +nP -.
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These relations make IV. (4b) and )d), say, supW luous and allow the others

to be written

an1 n+ =! nl +n
t 101

an an,
""? =' ('n +n) (5b)

2 1 3

when the terms depending on x are dropped. These are Eqs. (18.) end (18c)

of Ref. 1 with 8 appearing in place of a, quantities which differ. only by

a numerical factor.

This is the result staed above, namely, that to the present approci-

mation the Bolt mann and ftook equations lead to differential equations

describing Couette and Rayleigh flow which we identical in form. This

could perhaps be taken as simply an indication of the crudity of the eight

cell model were it not for the many points of agreement, discussed in the

followingj, between the results given by this simple model and those of much

more rigorous analyses.

In the frook model the magnitude of the effective collision rate must

be chosen arbitrarily - it is of the order of the inverse of the mean time

between collisions - and in Ref. 1 it was set equal to this quantity, i.e.,

* In Ref. 1, n1 repreents the a=m of the fraction of molecules in cells

I and 5#, i.e., 2 n1 - n2 represents 2 n2 ; etc. EU. (5), being linear, can

be similarly Interpreted.

M--



toa - ilk. It Is shown in the Appendix that B - *68cA/. With this de-

gree of arbitrariness rmov*d from the discrete velocity model, It is

worthwhile to compare the solutions, quantitatively, with those of Vlng

Chn and tilenbeck (2) end of Lees (3). Only Couette flow vill be dis-

cussed here; the Rayleigh flow solutionsp described in Ref. 1., are also

Improved when e replaces a but the details will be given in a later report.

COMIMIE FUN SOUTION

".Url2 d/2

_d/2 UV

Figure 3.

Consider the steady Couette flov sketched in Fig. 3. For this problm

3quations (5a) and (5b) can be written

-8-



d n

d. n1 •( - n: +n n) (6.)

-4 - (1- 1i + n3 ) (6b)
d y

vherey -y/dandat-de/2q

When the reflection from both walls in diffuse and n1 - n 5 n2 -n6

etc.,• the boundary conditions are

q2 . D3 (j) + n4i) Ue

q [n3 ('.)+ ni(')] 2

q [l(- i) + n J(- )

where U is the difference In the wall velocities. These equations state

that the average x - component of velocity of the molecules leaving the

upper wall is - UV2 at the upper wall and that of the upward flowing

particles is U2 at the lower wall. Then since n1 + n 1

nl(- •) - 1(l - U,2q), n 13 (l) a + U*/2,q)

solutions to Equations (6a) and (6b) satisfying these conditions we

-9-



Uý *+I U

n3 U I T 7 )Ty l ((Y"+ .) ii

Pra these 'distribution functions' the fluid vel ocity in the r

direction, U. is found to be

U - Cu1  ni 2 q [ni + n2 -n 3 + ni4 ] -q [I - 4(n + n3 )]

- (*(7,, 7)

and the shoe stress,, l Is given by

-pZu. v. n. - 2pq 2 [.n+ n2+ n3nj .l 4p e[..n1 + n 3]

p . (8)

Defining the viscosity, p. by :p2/ dwe have from Equations (7) and, (8)1

p& -p q d/2 <,- p up /2

and vith - .68 Z/ and q a- 3/j$

= .l9 p a X

compared vith the calasical value of .199 p 'j k.

Next the fractional slip velocity, 2 A U/U1 , defined by

.10-



2 A U/Up4

is, from Equatio, (7),

2 A U/Uv at + 1 .39d1X+1 (9)

lees finds, for ibiwell molecules,

2 A U/U - 1

Soese owssions we shown in Figure 4., together vith the results of Wang

Chang and Uhlenbeck who also treated Mexvell molecules.

Finally, the ratio of the shear stress to the free molecule valuei

/(p).,..,can be found frm quation (8) to be given, also, by

. m (10)

. + 1 .59 d/X + 1

Similarly, Ieeso expression is
1

x"•y'f'.u. " .5 dlX + 1

In Figure 4 the Wang Chan and Uhlenbeck values are compared vith these two

equations. Equation (10) lies below those of the other investigators at

large d/k because the value for the free molecule shear stress is given

incorrectly by Equation (8) - it is approximately 15 percent too large.

With this correction the shear stress is seen to be in good agreement with

the Reference 2 value at large d/k.

In sumary, the simple discrete velocity model gives a reasonably accu-

rate description of low Mach nuaber Couette flow over the complete range of

d/). It should be remembered, however, that the calculations of the col-

lision cross sections in the Appendix can only be defended sr being reasonable.

-11-



A further sudy of this flow with more mloculr velocity cells is required

befor e can be awe that the accuracy of the eight cell solution is not

simply fortuaitous.

-12-
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APPOMIK

To find the rate of change of i, due to collisions we must first do-

tamine which of Its possible collisions cause a net loss or gain from cell

1 as distinguished from those in which the collision partners simply 'exch age

cells. Refer to Table 1 in which the sign of the velocity components are

listed. *Mlecules ma jump only between pairs of cells in which there is

"* " 1 2 3 I 5 6 7 8

u - + - + - + - +

v + + - - + + -

V + + + + - - -

Table 1. Sign of velocity components

the same ccubination of signs for u, VY and v. Thus the collision 1-4- *-2-3

is possible but the collision 1-2 has no effect..

The collisions in which N3 is depleted are:

1-4-+2-3 1-6,2-5 1-7-"3-5

1-8-2-7 1-8..3-6 l-8-6-5

and the rate of loss, Ll, is

I' -Vr a Se a (N11N +11 N N1 p '1) vb r ob (N3. 18)



where the supercript a referm to the relative velocity wAd effective cross

section of collision partners diagonally opposed on the faces of the velocity

bube in Fig. 2 and b to those on the cube diagonals.

Pra. syeNtry,- molecules from a collision 1-8., for instance., are equally

distributed to 2-7., 3-6., and 4i-5., and therefore the rate of addition to coll

1 i

+u S: v b(2I7+ N1N6+ 11N)
3 r Be 2 25 3

The relative velocities are given by

.raM2/IC- vr b -2c

The effective collision cross sections are determined for'hard elastic,

spheres as followe. Consider first an encounter of the kind i-li, which

takes place in the v - constant plane., as sketched in Fig. lb. The question

is that fraction of those molecules that collide should be assigned to cells

2 and 3 (with the others being returned to 1 and 4i). Since the scattering

has circular symmetry the most reasonable assumption is that half of the

colliding molecules are deflected,, i.e.., that

Soa - a

where S Is the mutual collision cross section. The corresponding assumption

for collisions such aso 1-8., in vhich there Is scattering in three dimensiog,,

leads to the reslta



Seb = /fis.

Finally akiW use of the symmetry about v = 0, i.e., of the condition

"N1 -"- N N2 - N6 ' etc., and dividing 01 and L by N, ve got

()~(1 y -G F2)/3 (3.+ 2/V3-) 3 I(n~nnn 4

= 2 9 (a2 "3 "l 14 )

Vhere

1he solutions of Zqs. (5s) and (5b) or Eqs. (l18) and (18c) of Ref. 1

and hence quantities such as viscosity, velocity slip, etc., are given

directly in teo=s of 9 but the fluid mechanical results are usually stated

in terms of the mean free path, X. To introduce this paxmeter we have to

assume that the gas is close to equilibrium and that the velocity gradients

ae smil, i.e., that in our case the N,'Is we newly equal.

The collision rate of all the molecules of cell 1, for instance, is

given by

S C [ 2/A15(N. N2 +NlN 3 +1 N,N5+ 2 R3-(1¶N3 4+ NN 6 +N3.N,)

+ 2 N1 N8]

8 2 1l0.37 E SN 2
.(6/j + q2/3 + 2) N1R



Then the collision freqLuenoy per 0oleculep up is

a 10.37 '; 8 N, S'; N - 1.3 8 N,

3 1

Now recall that

e _.A (1+ 24-3) c s N - .88 Z 8 N

and therefore

e = a .68 a - .68 -.
1.3-1
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Smean thermal speed

d distance between valls in Couette flow

f distribution function

G gain in f due to collisions

K Boltimann H function

L loss in f due to collisions

m molecular Veight

N nmber of molecules per unit volume

N, number of molecules per unit volume wvith velocity ¥f

Sfraction of molecules per unit volume with velocity VT

Pyx shear stress

(P )f.m. free molecule shear stress

q I/f-, c•mponent of i along coordinate mes

S mutual collision cross section

Se effective collision cross section

t time

U x cmponent of fluid velocity

4• difference in vall velocities

AU velocity slip

u x component of molecular velocity
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BT3OIB (Cont'Id.)

V y ocoponent of fluid velocity

v y component of molecular velocity

v molecular velocity

vr relative molecular velocity

v z component of molecular velocity

XYZ coordinate exes

y l

a de0/2aq

0effective collihion rste,, (1 +B/-3 N u.68 'El

Scollision rate of occupants of one veloci•,y cell, per unit

volume

Smean free path

k viscosity

p density, m N

a collision frequency per molecule ,

Suyerscripts

a refers to collision partners on snae face of velocity cube,
Figre 2

b refers to collision partners on velocity cube diaonalej,
Figre 2
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